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National Office
BMW CCA National Office
2350 Highway 101 South
Greer, SC 29651
1-800-878-9292

To join the BMW CCA or renew membership or change your address 
– www.bmwcca.org

NEWSWERKS is a publication of the Iowa Chapter BMW CCA and 
is no way associated with BMW AG.The contents featured herein 
shall remain the property of the chapter. This publication is produced 
six times a year and is available on our website or will be mailed to 
our members who requested it.The ideas, suggestions and opinions 
expressed in this publication are solely those of the chapter and/or 
its members.

Please submit material suitable for publication to:  
Becky Brighton at: newsletter@bmwia.org

NEWSWERKS is published for the Iowa Chapter of BMW Car Club of America.
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El Bait Shop
Des Moines
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Quad Cities TRSS
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Address Changes
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Or email to: BMWCClub@aol.com (yes, 2”C’s)
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by David Brighton

Oktoberfest has a long and storied history beginning 50 years 
ago in Boston. This year’s 50th anniversary in South Carolina 
should be on everyone’s list of things to do this fall.
My first O’Fest was in 2002 in Keystone, Colorado. I had 
become a member of the club in 1999, but had not attended 
any club activities yet at that point. I had read about O’Fest 
in Roundel several times, so it seemed like an event where 
people just like me would gather and have fun with their cars 
for a week. 
I had just leased a brand new black 2001 330ci and our son 
Kolin had purchased the family 325i from us. It was the summer 
between his junior and senior year, so we decided the two of 
us would make the trip with both of our cars to see what this 
BMW celebration was all about. 
Since Kolin was an avid bicyclist and camper, we decided 
it would be fun to make the trip and camp in the Colorado 
Mountains during the event. We also discovered a caravan 
was beginning on the east coast and would make a stop in 
Omaha to pick up Midwestern members. We made the trip to 
the pick-up point hotel in Omaha the night before the great 
voyage would begin. We were excited to arrive at the hotel 
with a parking lot full of BMW’s from Iowa, Minnesota, South 
Dakota and Nebraska and many states to the east. Current 
BMW National staff member Steven Schlossman was part of 
that group.
A caravan of nearly 30 cars departed from the west side of 
Omaha early in the morning with new and old BMW’s snaking 
its way toward the west. Not too far out in the Nebraska 
countryside, the caravan came to a halt when a newly restored 
2002 from Minneapolis blew up a new Korman engine. The 
entire 30 car caravan was stopped on the side of Interstate 80 
wondering what to do. This is the first time I met Scott Smed 
and Joyce. He had just purchased a new white 330ci, just like 
mine, so the conversation came easily. The owner of the 2002 
would call a tow truck for the 2002 and the caravan would 
proceed. A member of the Nebraska group was also driving 
a 2002 without air conditioning, and that member eventually 
passed off his wife on my 17 year old son for the next many 
hours of riding with the AC on.
Once we arrived in Colorado, we learned there was a fire ban 
in the mountains due to the dry conditions, and camping was 
illegal. A decision had to be made on what to do next. Do we try 
to find hotels in with a large convention happening, do we go 
home or find someone to share a room with? If it had not been 
for that caravan, I don’t know what we would have done. On 
the caravan was the large contingent of Club members from 
the Omaha area whom we had met. Jeff Goman and Sheridan 

White were people we had met at the hotel pick-
up point. I don’t remember the exact process, 
but they had rented a 4 bedroom townhouse for 
the Nebraska group and a few others. They were 
so kind to offer us a place to stay for the week. I 
shared a room with Vince, from Chicago, and Kolin 
slept on the living room couch. Each day the group 
would prepare meals as everyone donated money for 
the grocery shopping. 
Each morning, Vince would rise early and jack up his old 
2002 to do the daily repairs it required. He had a trunk load 
of parts, almost everything he needed to replace many old 
parts to keep it running. All the rest of us would go to the 
car wash and polish the cars until they shone in the beautiful 
Colorado sunshine.
Since Kolin and I were 1st timers, we did not enter into any 
events, but simply attended as many as we could to observe 
and learn about O’Fest activities. One of the vendors was F1, 
which included an F1 car and the Pit Girls. I still have that 
picture of Kolin and me with those tall, beautiful Pit Girls. 
Visiting the F1 booth gave us the drive and desire to attend 
our first F1 race in Indianapolis yet that fall.
We had such a good time at our first O’Fest, we have attended 
many since, and have of course, persuaded Becky and Katie 
to join us for the fun at several. Those are memories that will 
be will us for the rest of our lives and ones we can pass on to 
others who are interested in attending O’Fest.
The highlight of the week was the Friday evening meal at the 
top of a mountain in which attendees rode up the mountain in 
cable cars. Early on Saturday morning we were off for home 
and began planning on attending the following year.

PRESIDENT’S 
CORNER

http://www.bmwia.org
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July 20, 2019 • 12 - 2 PM

The 2019 Annual Summer Picnic will occur on 
July 20 in the Cedar Rapids area. Please follow 

our Facebook page and website for further information as 
the date gets closer.

We are expecting a beautiful day with great looking cars, 
delicious food and wonderful conversations!  Meat will be 
provided - you just bring a side dish to share.

Summer2019  Annual

p i c n i c

Driving School
May 17-19, 2019
Autobahn Country Club, Joliet, IL on May 17-19, 2019, hosted 
by Windy City Chapter.  This is on the 2+ mile South track of 
Autobahn, a fun and technical circuit.  All the usual BMW club 
driving school aspects, and lots of track time each day.  1,2, 
or 3-day registrations available.  Information and registration 
at: https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/autobahn-country-
club-windy-city-bmw-hpde-2019-cca-734424

Street 
Survival

QUAD CITIES

Sunday, June 16, 2019 •8 AM - 4 PM

What: Quad Cities TRSS

When: Sunday, June 16 -- 8 am - 4 pm

Where: Bettendorf High School

Why: Street Survival continues to be the best way for
teens to learn a lot more about car control and accident 
avoidance than driver’s education ever can provide.  
Check out www.streetsurvival.org for more information.  
To register as either a student (15-21 years of age) or 
as a volunteer go to http://msreg.com, then select Great 
River Region SCCA ‘19 #1.

https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/autobahn-country-club-windy-city-bmw-hpde-2019-cca-734424
https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/autobahn-country-club-windy-city-bmw-hpde-2019-cca-734424
http://www.streetsurvival.org
http://msreg.com


May 31 - June 2
Iowa Chapter is again co-hosting the Flat Out Classic driving 
school, partnering with Kansas City, Great Plains, and St. Louis 
Chapters.  We’ll be at Heartland Park Topeka on May 31-June 
2. Heartland Park is a great track to drive, and the event has
a special feature this year – instruction by noted race driver
coach Ross Bentley! Ross is the author of the Speed Secrets
books and webcasts.  His coaching runs the gamut from track
novices to professional racers.  Normally a private coach like
this would cost thousands of dollars; at the Flat Out Classic
you’ll get his advice for a small fraction of that.

Participants in the Flat Out Classic can sign up for a variety 
of different additional classes led by Ross, including use 
of data acquisition systems, advanced instructor training, 
fundamentals for continuous improvement – or just sign up to 
ride on track with Ross.

Heartland Park’s road course is a 2.5-mile circuit with a 
variety of possible configurations, and is built to professional 
race series standards.  Facilities are top-notch for drivers and 
spectators alike.  In addition, the complex includes a NHRA-
sanctioned drag strip, where Flat Out Classic drivers can try 
their hand (feet?) at a few runs on Saturday night.

For those wondering about our annual Longest Day Driving 
School at Raceway Park of the Midlands (RPM), also normally 
held in June: a combination of planned and unplanned factors 
means that we won’t be hosting that event at that time.  We 
were finalizing a change to the weekend of September 20-
22 in coordinating the co-hosting for both the Flat Out Classic 
and our RPM event, when the Missouri River flooding hit RPM.  
RPM management says that they plan to have the track back 
in operation for the latter part of the 2019 season.  Whether 
that will allow us to use that September weekend is not yet 
known, as the management is just getting back into the track 
and assessing the needs as this is being written.

So – come join us at the Flat Out Classic!  It will be a great 
weekend at a fun site, a fantastic learning opportunity with 
Ross Bentley, lots of camaraderie with fellow BMW enthusiasts 
–what more could one ask?  Registration and specific
event information is at https://www.motorsportreg.com/
events/6th-annual-bmw-cca-flat-out-classic-festival-heartland-
motorsports-park-086076.

RETURN TO THE FLAT OUTclassic
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https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/6th-annual-bmw-cca-flat-out-classic-festival-heartland-motorsports-park-086076
https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/6th-annual-bmw-cca-flat-out-classic-festival-heartland-motorsports-park-086076
https://www.motorsportreg.com/events/6th-annual-bmw-cca-flat-out-classic-festival-heartland-motorsports-park-086076
http://www.bmwia.org
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Why Attend BMWCCA’s O’Fest October 15-19 in Greenville, SC ?
October 15-19, 2019 
By Rick Talbot & friends

As I write this article after attending the Iowa Chapter’s Annual 
Meeting, March 23, I remember our guest speaker Mike 
Renner’s final video…it ended with the tag line “Why Don’t 
You”.  While that was in reference to enticing us to one of the 
many options at the BMW Performance Center in Spartanburg 
(..or in Palm Springs, CA), it certainly also applies to this 
year’s BMWCCA Oktoberfest in Greenville, SC.  Check out 
this invitation video:  https://bimmerlife.com/2018/09/17/video-
ofest-2019-comes-to-greenville/  
Why Don’t You?

Of the fifty attendees at the chapter’s Annual Meeting held 
at Christopher’s in Des Moines March 23, more than half 
indicated they were planning on attending O’Fest 2019.  Iowa 
Chapter has historically had a strong representation at O’Fests 
in the past and this year should not be any exception.  This will 
be our fourth O’Fest.

While as I write this, registration for O’Fest is not yet open, 
I suspect it will be open by the next published NewsWerks 
issue in early May (that you’re reading now!). Look for an 
e-mail blast announcing the opening of registration.  I suspect
“time will be of the essence” to get a reserved room at the host
Hyatt in Greenville, SC as well as to sign up for the various
special activities the Club and the BMW Performance Center
is planning. Here’s the link to the BMWCCA O’Fest internet
page: https://ofest.bmwcca.org/about-ofest/. Note that you
need to register first for O’Fest, and only then, can you reserve
a room at the Hyatt Greenville.  Many O’Fest events will take
place at/near the Hyatt so that’s the most convenient place to
stay.

So, according to some of your fellow Iowa Chapter members, 
who’ve attended previous O’Fests throughout the country, 

Why Don’t You?

• Freedom to plan your amazing adventure to and from
O’Fest and explore more of the U.S.  It’ll be “Fall Colors”
season.  Have you ever driven the “Tail of the Dragon”?
https://tailofthedragon.com/

• Our favorite vehicles, people, food, & fun – literally
something for everyone

• Perhaps experience a “fast lap” or two with a professional
BMW driver – the BMW Performance Center in
Spartanburg will feature a number driving events and
charity ride hot laps.  A ride with Mike Renner is not to
be missed or ever forgotten.  In the past, other charity lap
drivers have included Bill Auberlen.

• See historic BMWs and the latest models.
• Various competitions – road rally, concours, autocross,

photo contests and more.
• Visit the BMW Performance Center, BMW Zentrum

Museum and BMW Factory in Spartanburg.
• The Michelin Tire Comparison Test Drive in identical

BMWs
• Tour the new BMWCCA Headquarters Building for its

Grand Opening
• Enjoy the farewell dinner at a special venue and a not to

be missed guest speaker
• “It’s the kind of simple fun we had as kids”
• And again…the PEOPLE you meet and with whom you

share the O’Fest experience!

Block your vacation days now and save your dollars..they’ll be 
well spent/enjoyed at O’Fest!

In the next NewsWerks, we’ll share some ideas for your journey 
to/from Greenville. 

2ND IN SERIES

https://bimmerlife.com/2018/09/17/video-ofest-2019-comes-to-greenville/
https://bimmerlife.com/2018/09/17/video-ofest-2019-comes-to-greenville/
https://ofest.bmwcca.org/about-ofest/
https://tailofthedragon.com/
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By Bryan McCoy

So spring has finally arrived.  It is time to get the ‘fun’ car out 
for a spin or two around the block.  For those of us in central 
and western Iowa, the track trip may be a bit farther away this 
spring.  As I write this, the RPM (Raceway 
Park of the Midlands) is under fourteen 
feet of water.  Recovery there may take 
a while.  BUT, for that car you have been 
driving all winter, it is actually time to 
wash it again. I expect I am preaching to 
the choir on this one. I don’t really care if 
you are a drive through car washer, an at 
home pressure washer, or a two bucket by 
hand car washer.  At this time of year it 
is the under body wash that really counts.  
Maybe you attack this under car wash with 
the necessary fervor, or just plan to take 
a long drive in the pouring rain, which of 
course won’t come soon enough or at 
convenient times.

If you are reading this with a ho-hum 
attitude, let me show you my most recent 
repair.  This car comes from a brother 
who shall remain nameless.  He is single, 
lives in the country and farms, drives 
county roads, doesn’t have the daily drive 
commute that most of us have.  He shares 
his few hours on the road between his 
car and his 4X4.  Perhaps it is needless 
to say but nothing visits a car wash very 
often, and doesn’t have to drive in the rain 
if he doesn’t want to.  This repair may be a 
touch extreme, but having the worse case 
result of not getting the winter salt out from 
under the car can still be informative.  I will 
set the scene of the failure by describing 
moment of surprise at the stop light, 
leading to the dumping the clutch a bit 
harder than expected.  Yes, he was brought 
up in the proper God fearing environment, 
so is driving a three pedal car.  The car 
leaped forward momentarily before coasting quickly to a stop 
mid intersection.  The engine was responding but no energy 
was being coupled to the wheels. Obviously something was 

broken.  The right half shaft had snapped in two.  How could 
this happen? Plenty of other things should have been a earlier 
point of failure than the half shaft.  Clutches come to mind, 

followed closely by the transmission itself, 
constant velocity joints and linear bearing 
housings.  Even lug bolts and suspension 
part have been shown to fail before the 
‘spring element’ between the engine and the 
wheels, so why did this one cleave?  The 
short answer: Road salt induced rust. 

This car has a vibration damper installed 
mid shaft.  The damper is a steel ring mass, 
encased in rubber to absorb any vibrations 
in the shaft.  This rubber grommet around 
the shaft did an excellent job of holding 
road salt next to the shaft.  The resulting 
rust perfectly reduced the shaft to half the 
original dimension.  I hate to imagine the 
other reduced capabilities lurking under that 
vehicle.  I have changed many half shafts in 
my day, but this is the first that I had to resort 
to the torch to remove two of the necessary 
bolts bending but surprisingly not breaking 
my breaker bar. 

So hopefully this brief article has you 
trembling in fear over the condition of the 
underside of your beautifully spotless two 
bucket washed daily driver. It is time to run 
out and push the button on the special wash 
that will do the underside.  

To Wash Or 
Not To Wash?

http://www.bmwia.org
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April 13, 2019
By David Brighton

A group of loyal BMW drivers gathered at BMW of Des Moines 
on a sunny morning to begin the 2019 version of the Spring 
Drive. While at BMW of Des Moines, we received a brief 
update on the BMW Performance Parts program from Teufik 
Pajic,  who works on many club members cars.
The route started north and then turned east along some 
winding central Iowa roads and headed toward Tama and the 
Meskwaki Indian Casino, where the group had lunch in the 
casino buffet. 

After great conversation by the group over lunch, the tour 
headed east again over the rolling and wandering roads just 
south of Interstate 80 toward Cedar Rapids where the group 
toured a couple of shops in the Czech Village and ended at 
Lion’s Bridge Brewing. Following a relaxing refreshment, the 
group disbanded and headed for home.

Thanks
Thank you to the sponsors of the 2018 Annual Dinner 
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Bryan McCoy

If you work on cars, you will sooner or later put socket to bolt, 
pull on it firmly, feel it twist a bit, lean harder on the handle and 
PING, off comes the bolt head or brake bleeder, or whatever.  
What you wanted was the feeling of the bolt releasing with a 
little transient action and maybe a sound, prior to the feeling 
of rotation.  Now you have issues besides the planned repair.

In my experience the most reliable location for this to happen 
is the water pump bolts on a Chevy small block.  The cast iron 
block, an aluminum water pump fastened to the flat face, and 
bolt holes that are drilled into the water jacket makes for a rusted 
solid bolt that you can’t possibly address prior to breaking the 
bolt head off.   If you are lucky there is a standing tall portion of 

bolt that you can get some 
Vice-Grips on.  Remember 
the bolt is still totally stuck, 
stuck enough to break in 
half.  The trick to removing 
this bolt is to heat the face 
of the cast iron block with 
a lot of concentrated heat. 
I don’t mean propane 
torch here, I mean a hot 
flame oxygen- acetylene 
torch.  You move the flame 
around the bolt on the 
face of the block, causing 
some thermal expansion 
of the block against the 
bolt, breaking down the 
rust trapped between the 
threads. After generous 

heating around the bolt it will back right out. Note that you 
are not heating the bolt directly; you are heating the area 
surrounding the bolt.  As you remove the torch you can douse 
the area with oil.  Penetrating oil is preferred, but something 
thin like WD-40, transmission fluid mixed 50-50 with acetone, 
PB B’laster, Liquid Wrench or Kroil, all of which will get sucked 
into the joint and help reduce the friction as you try to back the 
bolt out. Rob Siegel uses a wax to cool the bolt and capillary 
the lubricant into the threads.  In the picture note the use of an 
old license plate as a heat shield protecting the brake lines and 
sensor wires.  Be aware you are using flame around things that 
can burn excitedly.  Remember Safety Third. 

If you are less lucky, the bolt is flush with the casting. This 
reduces your options significantly.  I have yet to have an 
extracting tool work well on a stuck bolt. The extractor is a 
left hand threaded device that is hardened such that it can be 
gently driven into a hole drilled in the bolt. It will grip the inside 
of the hole allowing you to back out the broken piece. For these 
to work, the bolt still has to have the rust bond broken between 
the bolt and the threaded hole.  The extractor tool grip is not 
half as good as the bolt was originally. Hence the heat or the 
penetrating oil has to have done its job before you try to extract 
the bolt.  If you don’t release the bond, the extractor will break 
inside the bolt leaving a hardened object in the hole that pretty 
much can’t be drilled.  A bad situation just moved up scale to 
Very Bad. 

The two remaining options are welding something to the 
remaining bolt or drilling it out. Both methods require tools and 
some skill, plus good working access to the area.  Start taking 
things off to get good access to the problem. On the old Chevy 

http://www.bmwia.org
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it is time to pull the 
radiator.  Welding 
a bump on the end 
of the bolt using 
a wire welder 
has worked well 
for me. The heat 
associated with 
welding does help 
break the rust 
barrier if the weld 
is very close to 
the rust.  The knob 
often gets twisted 
off the bolt and 
the welding has 
to be repeated.  I 
cut away half the 
nose of a pair of 

Vice-Grips so the jaws can close farther and closer to the hinge.  
This allows more griping force on the bolt.  Many people will 
weld on a nut instead of just a knob to grip.  If there is much 
distance between the welded nut and the stuck portion, often 
the case in an exhaust manifold, then the heat stress of the 
weld won’t be sufficient to do the job of freeing the rust bond.  
The heat of the weld has to be right next to the rust bond.  If you 
have room the nut is a much better source to transmit torque to 
the bolt than is a pair of Vice-Grips.  

Welding a bump on a steel bolt encased in cast iron is actually 
easier than you fear.  The weld material doesn’t sticks well to 
the cast iron.  Hence absolute perfection in placing the weld just 
on the bolt isn’t essential.  Perfection helps but as long as the 
welding overlap to the cast surface is minimal it will be OK.  

Say you have a stuck bolt that you haven’t broken off yet. What 
do you do with this?  First course of action is penetrating oil 
and time.  Let the oil soak and repeat, even for days if you have 
the time.  Next is heat as instructed above.  This assumes you 
have a gas torch, and are working in steel.  Third is the amazing 
hammer style impact driver. These work wonders on the Phillips 
head screws on the old Honda motorcycle engine aluminum 
housings. The Philips bits are hardened and fit the screw head 
perfectly.  The hammering force on the back of the tool helps 
keep the bit in the screw head, and the small twisting action that 
the tool provides loosens very stubborn screws.  These tools are 
only thirty dollars and should be in your tool cabinet.  Lacking 
the impact tool, hammering on the back of the screwdriver 
while turning is often sufficient, combining the forces required 
to loosen and turn the screw.  A screwdriver with the steel shank 
all the way through the handle works best.  Hammering on the 
head of the bolt, while turning the bolt with a box end wrench 
will accomplish similar results. Do not hammer on the back of 
the socket wrench.  Damage will occur, and you really need the 
impact force applied against the head of the bolt to cause the 
threads in the hole to jump away from the body they are stuck 
to.  Moderate hammering on the end of a brake bleeder that you 

fear is about to break under the wrench is acceptable.  Don’t 
hammer hard enough to deform the nipple.  Keep tapping while 
pulling on the wrench until the brake bleeder comes free.  This 
takes time but it almost always works. Again, if you have a torch, 
applying heat around the nipple should free it right up. Too bad 
you didn’t bring the torch to track day.. If you run out of patience 
and break off the brake bleeder, give up and go buy a new or 
rebuilt caliper. Rationalize this by claiming the one on the car 
was probably full of rust anyway.

The last resort to 
a truly stubborn 
and broken bolt 
is drilling it out.  
Ideally you drill 
down the center of 
the bolt, reducing 
the strength of 
the material to 
the point that the 
threads can relax 
into the drilled 
hole and come 
free.  In a perfect 
world the drill 
will not wander 
into the threaded 
casting.  This 
happens.  Just 
don’t let the off 
center drill get 
carried away if 
you intend to save 
the hole.  Yes, you can drill the bolt out fully then put in a bolt 
with a nut on the back side.  Or tap the hole for the next larger 
size bolt or even put in a helicoil, but if you are able to save the 
threaded hole it is usually best.  Start by using a center punch 
on the bolt to create a dimple in the center of the bolt.  This will 
provide a starting place for your drill. Use a very small bit to 
make the first hole.  This small hole will act as a guide for the 
next larger drill size.  Keep increasing the drill size and trying to 
turn the bolt, always checking to make sure you have not drilled 
sideways into the surrounding casting. As you drill, keep adding 
oil.  You will at some point be exposing threads from the inside.  
The breakout will provide a new path for the oil to reach the 
threads. There are left hand drill bits especially for drilling out 
bolts.  These bits are pricy, but when the bolt comes free the 
CCW turning drill bit just backs the bolt out of the hole.  On the 
last bolt I drilled out, I sharpened the drill bit three times before I 
was done.  If you can’t sharpen the bit, have and use spare bits.  
Forcing a bit that is no longer cutting will get you into deeper 
trouble. 

As the pictures show, the bolt does eventually come out.  On 
this job the first bolt I touched turned a one hour job into an all 
evening job, but success was achieved without damaging the 
BMW wagon.

Broken Bolt Techniques continued



By: David Brighton

On a beautiful and warm evening of 
March 23, an excited group of Iowa BMW 
CCA members gathered at Christopher’s 
in Des Moines.

The highlight of the evening was our 
main speaker, Mike Renner from the 
BMW Performance Driving Center in 
South Carolina. Mike was supposed to 
be the featured speaker at last year’s 
Dinner, but was unable to attend due to a 
serious injury suffered in an auto racing 
incident. 

Mike delighted the audience with stories of his early racing 
years as well as current stories of his time with the BMW 
Performance Center and the opportunities and events he and 
his staff have created for BMW CCA members.

The social hour, with much discussion among the attendees, 
preceded a great selection of dinner choices and desserts 
created by the chefs at Christopher’s. Following dinner, this 

year’s awards were presented to Fred Bell 
as the winner of the Cutting It A Little Fine 
Award and Chris Kjellmark as Member of 
the Year. As our usual tradition, all members 
went home with a fine selection of door 
prizes provided by the many vendors who 
support our club.
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Tobey Pribyl ............................Bettendorf
Saikumar Shankaiahgari ........ Urbandale
Amy Kintzle ............................. Urbandale
Kim Bro ...............................Cedar Rapids
Jeff Holst ....................................... Marion
Gayle Lemmon ......................... Humboldt
Jane Jacobson................................ Ames
Siuakumaran Jayavelu .....West Des Moines
John Ware ................... West Des Moines

NEW MEMBERS

2019 Annual Meeting & Awards Banquet continued

www.bavauto.com
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www.bmwofdavenport.com


 
  
 
 
------------www.dubuquebmw.com------------  
 

Dubuque BMW offers pick up and delivery 
for service within 90 miles. (Call ahead for details**) 

 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 
Come and find out why our customers travel 

from as far as Chicago and Des Moines to 
experience Dubuque BMW. 

600 Century Drive, Dubuque, Iowa 52002 – (563) 582 - 7700 

      
    Barney Niner   Jamie Manderscheid     Mark Simmons        Jeff Wilson             David Palton           Jay Burgus 
Owner/Operator     Sales Manager        Client Advisor       Client Advisor        Client Advisor       Service Advisor 

www.dubuquebmw.com
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